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Peculiar Kinematics in Interacting Elliptical Galaxies
R. MADEJSKY,Landessternwarte Heidelberg, Germany
Introduction
The investigation of gaIaxy encounters is important to understand the dynamical processes of tidal interaction

between galaxies and to probe the internal dynamics of galaxies. Encounters
between galaxies are not extremely rare
and they cannot be neglected in the
evolution of galaxies because even one

efficient encounter may substantially alter their internal structures. Efficient interaction can lead to merging of
galaxies.
Interactions between galaxies in the

aresec. During each night we observed
several KO Ill stars which were used as

templates for the Fourier correlation
quotient method (Bender, 1990). For
each long-slit orientation we made two
exposures of 90 min each. These long
integration times are necessary to yield
sufficient S/N. Two exposures are useful
to eliminate all cosmic events after
these long exposures with binning 4.

Morphology and
Related Kinematics
The elliptical galaxles NGC 4782 and
4783 are the domlnant members of a
group of about 25 galaxles @e Souza
and Qulntana, 1990). Both are bright
elliptical galaxies, The radial velocity
difference between the two galaxies is
880 kms The galaxies NGC 4782 and
4783 (Fig. 2) exhibit an interesting morfigure I: Arp 32t Is a group of five galaKim, whkh all have redshifts between MOO and 6800 phology. The central parts of both
kms-! The g m p is composed of two etliptical and three spiral ga/ax/es.The nnorthm e l l i p t i ~ l galaxies are separated by 39 arcsec,
mhlbtts a rather r~gularmorphology (Norfh is up, east to the left). Note the f i l a m t s in the corresponding to 16 kpc for Ho =
southem elliptical galaxy, which extend to the nwth and appear to be conne&d with the two 55 kms-I Mpc-'. Both galaxies have
spiml galaxies.
concentric isophotes in the innermost 7
arcsec. Further out the isophotes beearly phase of galaxy formation certainly tails about tidal interaction have to be come nonconcentric, i. e. the central
played an important rote. Thereafter, the investigated. This is the purpose of the parts appear displaced with respect to
the outer envelopes. Normally, the morfrequency oi tidal interaction decayed, observations presented here*
phology In the outer parts is more
but still today there exists a large
strongly disturbed than near the cennumber of galaxy pairs, and the questres. Therefore,it was quite surprisingto
tion arises whether they are in physical
We have undertaken a morphologlcal find that the galaxy pair appears very
contact or Just chance projections. A
high fraction of the brightest cluster lnvestigatlon of 70 elllpticat galaxy pairs regular at larger radii: the morphology of
galaxies exhibits multiple nuclei and ob- mainly selected from the "Catalogue of the envelopes of both galaxies does not
servations suggest that about half of Isolated pairs of galaxies" (Karachen- exhibit any sign of perturbation. The
these galaxy pairs are physical where tsev, 1972) and from the "Catalogue of regularity is further pronounced by the
both components are tidally Interacting southern peculiar galaxies" (Arp and luminosity profiles, which show no devi(Lauer, 1988). However, it is still un- Madore, 1985). For the galaxy pairs pre- ations from the r1I4-lawfor isophote radii
known, whether galaxy collisions in the sented here, the CCD photometry was
central parts of galaxy clusters lead to carrid out wlth the Danish 1.54-m telemerghg of galaxies. Small groups of scope (AM 2244-651) at ESO and the
galaxies, where the relative velocities of 1.23-rn telescope at the German-Spanthe galaxies are normally substantially Ish Astronomical Centre on Calar Alto,
lower than near cluster centres, are the Spain (MGC 4782/4783 and Arp 321).
Typlcal exposure tlmes were between
preferred environment for merging.
Such an environment could be Arp 4 min in I and 20 mln In V. Typical
321 (ng. l),
a group of five galaxies projected separations of both cornpowhich all have simllar redshifls. The nents of a galaxy pair are one or two
morphology of the southern galaxies half-light radll, or 20 - 5 0 arcsec, corsuggest that t h y are in physical con- responding to 10 . . .20 kpc.
According to their morphology, severtact, In the southern Jllptlcal galaxy a
tidal tail extends to the north and seems al obviously interacting galaxy pairs
to be connected with the companion were selected for spectroscopy to determine their kinematics. All spectrospiral galaxies.
The presence of tidal tails and major scopic observations presented here
halo distortions Indicates efficient tidal were carried out with the ESO 3.6-rn
interaction. Normally, relatively low ve- telescope. The B&C spectrograph was
locity differences and small impact pa- equipped with grating No. 26 which
rameters are required to lead to effi- yields a spectral resolutionof 0.9 hpixel
cient, observable tidal effects. Many ex- and covered the wavelength range be-40
40
20
0
-20
amples of interacting galaxy pairs can tween 4600 and 5500 A. In the slit direcRIGHT ASCENSION[ARCSEC]
be found and the fundamental question tion we choose binning 4 to increase the
Wises whether these physical associa- SIN, resulting in a final spatial resolution Flgure 2: This CCD image shows that both
tions were formed together or whether of 2.3 arcsec. The slit width of the long galaxim NGC 4782 and 4783 haw nonwnthey are recent chance encounters. Be- slit was 1.5 arcsec and during all obser- centric isophotes. At mdii larger than 15 arcfore an answer can be glven, many d e vations the seeing was better than 1.5 sec the morphology &ppea# very regular.
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Flgure 3: The kinematical date Iw NC3C 4782
hr p. a = 709 In fhe upper part, the peculiar
shape d the -1
velocity Is shown. A slightly U-sha@ radial Wocitycurve is indicated
I n ~ I n n e r m o s f 5 Thevelacltydk~ .
pb#slwr (7owermrtJ
Itwe&ses ftom the centre

of the galaxy towards the east by a Irvgre
amount.

larger than 15 arcsec (Madejsky et al.,
1990). The regular morphology of the
envelopes suggests that the encounter
has taken p l w recently (2 x 1O7 yr ago):
the stars forming the outer envelopes
had not yet enough time to lead to
changes of the lumfnoslty profiles.
The kinematical data show no rotation
in these gables (see Fig. 3). Further
spectra have been obtalned for other
long-slit orientations, but no rotation is
present at any slit orlentation. However,
all spectra show a drastic increase of
the veloctty dispersion wlth radius. The
slight increase west of the centre can be
expldned by contamination from the
neighbwring galaxy, while the drastii
increase on the other side is red. Contaminadon from the neighbourlng galaxy
cannot account for this Incmm9. If the
obsenred radially increasing velocity
disperstons in these galaxies are due to
dynamlcal friction, the strength of tidal
interaction can be estimated. Based on
the assumption that in thk high-velocity
encounter the gataxy centres can be
described in analogy to solid bodies
while the envelopes behave like stbky
bodies, we find that the galaxies lose =
20% of their original M i energies
durlng the time of maximum Interactlon.
The m n g deceleration of the galdes,
however, Is not suffident to lead to
merging of both galaxles slnce they
have still e very high three-dimendonal
vetocity difference. This scenario is
based on the comblned photometric

and kinematical data, Further evidence
for tidal interactions Is given by the d b
turbed morphology of a radio let which
is centred on the southern galaxy NGC
4782 (3C278). The eastern jet bends
towards NGC 4783 (Baum et al., 1988).
Another exarnpte of interacting galaxies is AM 2244-651. The gdaxles in AM
2244-651 are separated by 30 arcsec or
Q kpc in projection. From the east component a large tidal tall extends to the
south (see Fig. 4); Its entlre length
amounts to more than 20 kpc. Since the
tidal tall is composed of stars,the length
gives an estimate of the time elapsed
dnce closest approach. A minimum
time of t = 2 x 10" yr is required to form
the tail if the stars escspe with a velocity
of 100 kms-'. A substantial part of the
tail most probably is formed by escapIng stars, i,e. they will be lost to the
galaxy. h the west component, halo distortions am not easily detected. They
are only seen at much fainter sutfgce
brightwss levels and they appear much
more d W .
The mason fw the different morphologies presumably Is the different
kinematical behaviour of both galaxies
[see Fig. 5). While the east component
rotates rapidly, the wed component
rotates slowly. Stars In the rotatlng east
component havlng accidentally a velocity vector paraIld to the Miof the other
galaxy respond violently to the timevarying potentiat (the "perturblngn
galaxy in this case is on a prograde
orbit) end form the tidal tau. Stars with a
velocity vector antiparallel to the perturbing galaxies' orbit ( r e m e ) experience only small tidal effects. The
mean radial velodtles of both galaxies
are approximately the same, suggesting
that we are viewing almost perpendlcular onto the otbital plane of the galaxies.
Further kinematical daia for the east
component with silt orientation pependicular to the line connecting both
galaxy centres, are displgyed In Figure
6. The galaxy shows no rotation along
this axis. The velocity dispersion Is obvlously asymmetric. At one slde, the velocity dispmion deaeasw to 100
kms-', at the other side the decrease
lev& off at a rather high value of t6O
kms-'. This high value is most llkely due
to the tidal Interactlon and exempliftes
the strength of tidal effects even such a
long time after the most effkknt tldal
interaction. Up to now we have only one
spectrogram for the west comwnent.
Further kinematical data are required for
various stR positions to modelthe velocity ftelds after the interaction. If the complete i n t w d kinematics of both galaxies were known, their relative orbits
muId be determined approximately. Detailed kinematical data are necessary to
probe the tides in interacting galaxies.

Conclusions
The two exampla of interacting
galaxy pairs presented here are h many
respscts complementary. The first par
NGC 4782 and 4783 Is characterized by
a very high velocity differen#, recent
closest approach (2 x lo7 yr ago) and
absence of i n t m d rotation. The tidal
interaction results in a disturbed but stitl
rather regular morphology.
In contrast, the galaxies forming the
second pair AM 2244-651 presumably
have a low relative velocity and the time
elapsed since closest approach fs at
least ten times as long as for the first
palr. The east component of AM 2244651 rotates rapidly, resulting In an
asyrnrnetrlc halo dhttion. The central
parts of both galaxies are rather regular,
because they were not affected strongly
by the tidal elfects. Furthermore, since
clmest approach, i.e. since the moment
of maxjrnum perturbation, ths central
parts of bath galaxies had enough tlma
to return to quitibtiurn -use
the dynamicat time scales there ere sharter
than the time elapsed dnce closest approach.
Similar relations between morphologlcal and kinematical properties are also
found for other galaxy pairs not presented here. Unfortunately, there are
many pameters which are not known
a priori for interacting galaxbs and the
different parameters may influence the
ongolng interaction in a sirnllar way, i.e.
they often cannot be separated observationally. Important paramebrs are the
relative vetocitles of the galaxies and the
distance at closest approach. Wtwn
these psrametm providethe conditions
for efficient Interaction, the internal
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Figure 4: While the mwphdogy or both
galwles in AM 2244-85iIs mgular new the
cenmt, fhe mvalope of the e a r n galmy
sthew a large M d tell (20 kpc In pmj%effW.
m d ~ s m c elretween mgalawy centres Is
30
(9 k~ h PrOlectIonl*

Figure 5: 7he kinematical data a h @ the line connecting boM g a k y
centm d AM 2244-651 show that fhe easf compmnt rotates
rapidly. The genmtim of a large tidal ta# as o b s e W hem requirws
such rapid roEatim

Flgure 6: W M m t l c a l &a for the eastern galaxy dA
W
l 2244-651
pepndIcuIar to the long-s#i orientafion of F ~ u m5. 7 h gal8xy
shows no rotation along thk &tatlon.
The velmity dispersion
deereeses a4ymrn&dmIIy, m b t y a consequence of ifw ti#

Infmtim.

kimmatlcs determine the sbength of tidal interaction. When rotating galaxies
are on prograde orbits, the interaction
may lead directly to merging,
As shown, the morphology of interacting eltiptical galaxies contains
considerable Information about the internal structure of galaxies. Only in a
detailed morphological and kinematical
investigation of Interacting galaxies we
can determine the different parameters
in order to disentangle the various dynamicd processes. Only then can we
construct encounter smnarlos and

know how Important are encounters In
the evolution of galaxies.
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Galaxy Populations in Medium Distant and Distant Clusters
1. Introduction
Observations of medium distant and
distant clusters are of fundamental importance for the study of (a) the evolution of galaxies, (b)the evolution of clusters (c) the geometry of the universe.
Considerable efforts have been made
in the past decade to understand the
questions of galaxy and cluster evolution, galaxy and cluster formation but
these questions are still open. Demonstrating the evolution of galaxies and
clusters should be decisive for observa-

tional cosmology. Comparing galaxies
and clusters of galaxies means to investigate their morphological, photometric
and spectroscopic properties. The
specific observations of distant clusters
may also give information on the geometry of the universe. For example at z
0.7-0.9, whether a cluster had time to
form depends on the Intensity of the
corresponding peak In the initial density
distribution, and also on H, and q,.
To detect evolution requires the comparison of similar clusters at various distance intervals. This means to define a
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local (z50.05), a medium distant
0.3-0.4) and a distant (r > 0.5)sample of clusters and to investigate their
photometric and spectroscopic properties.
We know that there is no detected
evolution of the first ranked galaxies at
250.4. On the other hand, the ButcherOemler effect, i.e. the excess of blue
galaxies in medium distant clusters in
comparison with nearby clusters, is indicative of evolutionary phenomena within
the last 5 Gy.
The dynarnical time of galaxy clusters
(2-

